
My Philosophy of NUCCA

! The following is an attempt to sum up years of observation and a developing 

personal philosophy, however incomplete it may be. Nonetheless, it is important to 

decide why we do what it is that we do, and I believe it starts not with what we are made 

of but, rather, how we are made. Thus, we will start at the beginning with how we are 

(on a biological level), and then proceed to introduce the role of NUCCA (as I see it).

! Life is intelligent. It is a culmination of actions and reactions on a micro and 

macro level that result in order from chaos that is directed in a consistent and 

purposeful way. From the beginning of existence, a Universal Intelligence existed in all 

matter, and an extension of that Universal Intelligence is the Innate Intelligence 

permeating through each individual organism. This Innate Intelligence, all knowing of 

itself and its needs for maintaining the vessel in which it resides, manifests itself when a 

living organism reacts to its external and internal demands.

! However, this reaction is contingent upon the ability to manifest, and the route 

through which Innate Intelligence manifests is the nervous system. As this nervous 

system is a physical entity comprised of physical matter and, thus, subject to the 

limitations therein (as governed by the Universal Intelligence), it is vulnerable. This 

vulnerability is due to the very nature of the human body and, more specifically, the 

skeletal structure protecting it. Throughout an unpredictable and, invariably, traumatic 

life, this system can suffer damage or injury and become weakened. Connective tissue 

tears and heals, the body is maintained, but the position of the skeletal structure 

guarding the nervous system is altered. Now it is causing nerve interference, and the 

consequences vary with location. 
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! As the transmission hub of the nervous system, it is the brainstem that has a 

particular vulnerability to this osseous misalignment that interferes with nerve 

transmission (which we call Subluxation). A subluxation at this location can have 

consequences with the transmission of signals as far as the opposite end of the body, 

but the most obvious impact is the disruption of the signals for the extensor musculature 

of the back causing unilateral contraction and global body contortion. Now the body is 

subject to an accelerated rate of degeneration. Fortunately, a correction applied to the 

Atlas will relieve the brainstem and, thus, the entire body. 

! Thankfully, Innate Intelligence has provided a lever for an Educated Intelligence 

within a Chiropractor to correct the subluxation of the Atlas. Behaving as if between 2 

circles, the Atlas will present its transverse process in a subluxated condition. This 

provides the lever for the NUCCA Chiropractor to move a patient’s world back to 

balance. NUCCA is a technique of substantial analysis of the clues Innate Intelligence 

uses to lead us to THE VECTOR that will restore nerve function at the brainstem and, 

thus, correct the entire spine. The quality of doing this by hand is also pivotal because it 

facilitates the connection between Chiropractor and Patient that makes Chiropractic a 

unique and essential form of patient care. There is none other like it. 

! Working with Innate Intelligence, NUCCA is dedicated to correcting the entire 

spine to restore whole body balance and, by extension, function. When imbalance 

exists, people suffer, and to accept the NUCCA philosophy is to recognize the value of 

the brainstem and its affect on the entire body. A balance between afferent and efferent 

must exist for optimal health, and a reaction to the demands of the body must be met 

following the prescribed manner of Above-Down-Inside-Out. NUCCA exists to insure 

this continued optimal function. 
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